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Hong Kong is uniquely situated in Asia, being within easy reach of 
more than 50% of the world’s population, and being an essential 
region of the People’s Republic of China.  Hong Kong’s location and 
its business friendly policies give the maritime sector in Hong Kong 
an advantage that is hard to replicate.  The breadth of international 
maritime expertise in Hong Kong provides the maritime industry with 
a multilingual dispute resolution center that easily fi ts between East 
and West.  Its empathy with the Asian traditions of mediation and 
its skill at blending the best of East and West have created the prime 
center in Asia for the resolution of disputes.

There are several techniques that may be used to resolve 
maritime disputes:

Litigation
Litigation is the act or process of bringing or contesting a legal action 
in court.  For the purposes of maritime dispute resolution, the relevant 
courts of justice in Hong Kong are the Court of Final Appeal and the 
High Court (which comprises the Court of Appeal and the Court of 
First Instance).

Arbitration
Arbitration is the referral of a dispute to one or more impartial persons 
for fi nal and binding determination.  It is private and informal, designed 
for quick, practical and inexpensive resolution of disputes.  However, 
arbitration is at the same time an orderly proceeding, whether 
supervised by an arbitral institution in accordance with its rules or 
formed as an ‘ad hoc’ arbitration, in which there is no supervising 
institution and the parties are free to initiate and agree their own 
governing procedures.  In any case, the conduct of the arbitration will 
be governed by standards prescribed by law.
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Mediation
Mediation is a voluntary, non-binding, private dispute resolution 
process in which a neutral person, the mediator, helps the parties to 
reach their own negotiated settlement agreement. In commercial 
disputes, an impasse most often arises from either a lack of trust in 
the integrity of the other party, or a genuine good faith difference 
of opinion or understanding on the facts underlying the dispute.  
The mediator may act as a shuttle diplomat and a channel for 
communication, by fi ltering out the emotional elements and allowing 
the parties to concentrate on the underlying commercial objectives. 
The mediator has no power to impose a settlement. His/her function is 
to overcome any impasse and encourage the parties to reach an sensible 
amicable settlement.

The Rule of Law
The principal meaning of the “rule of law” is that the power of 
the government and all of its servants shall be derived from law as 
expressed in legislation and the judicial decisions made by independent 
courts. At the heart of Hong Kong’s system of government lies the 
principle that no one, including the Chief Executive, can do an act that 
would otherwise constitute a legal wrong or affect a person’s liberty 
unless he can point to a legal justifi cation for that action.
 
It is thus fundamental that all persons, regardless of race, rank, politics 
or religion, are subject to the laws of the land. Further, the rule of 
law requires that the courts are independent of the executive. This 
independence is crucial if impartial rulings are to be given when the 
legality of acts of government falls to be decided.

To restrict discretionary power, the courts have developed a set of 
guidelines aimed at ensuring that statutory powers are not used in 
ways that the legislature did not intend. These guidelines relate to both 
the substance and the procedures relating to the exercise of 
executive power. 
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Sources of Law in Hong Kong
National Law
Several national laws of the People’s Republic of China apply in 
Hong Kong by virtue of Article 18 of the Basic Law. Under Article 
158 of the Basic Law, an interpretation of a provision of the Basic 
Law by the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress is 
to be followed by the courts of Hong Kong in applying the relevant 
provision.

The Basic Law      
Nature of the Basic LawNature of the Basic Law

The Basic Law of the HKSAR was enacted by the National People’s 
Congress in accordance with the Constitution of the People’s Republic 
of China. It is akin to a mini-constitution for the HKSAR. It was 
promulgated on 4 April 1990 and took effect on 
1 July 1997 on the establishment of the HKSAR. 
All the systems and policies practised in the 
HKSAR must be based on the provisions of the 
Basic Law. These include the social and economic 
systems; the system for safeguarding the 
fundamental rights and freedoms of its residents; 
the executive, legislative and judicial systems; 
and the relevant policies. Furthermore, no law 
enacted by the legislature of the HKSAR may 
contravene the Basic Law.

The most prominent feature of the Basic Law 
is the underlying principle of “one country, 
two systems” whereby the socialist system 
and policies shall not be practised in the 
HKSAR, and the previous capitalist system 
and way of life is to remain unchanged for 
50 years.

Under the Basic Law, all the laws previously in force in Hong Kong 
(that is, the common law, rules of equity, ordinances, subordinate 
legislation and customary law) shall be maintained, except for any 
that contravene the Basic Law and subject to any amendment by the 
HKSAR legislature. National laws of the People’s Republic of China 
shall not be applied in the HKSAR except for a number of such laws 
relating to defence and foreign affairs, which are listed in Annex III to 
the Basic Law.
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Relationship between the Central Authorities and the HKSARRelationship between the Central Authorities and the HKSAR

The National People’s Congress through the Basic Law authorises 
the HKSAR to exercise a high degree of autonomy directly under 
the Central People’s Government. The HKSAR enjoys executive, 
legislative and independent judicial power, including that of fi nal 
adjudication, in accordance with provisions of the Basic Law. Although 
foreign affairs relating to the HKSAR are the responsibility of the 
Central People’s Government, the HKSAR is authorised to conduct 
relevant external affairs on its own in accordance with the Basic Law. 
The Central People’s Government is also responsible for the defence of 
the HKSAR, but the responsibility of maintaining public order in the 
HKSAR is a matter for its government.

Fundamental rights protected by the Basic LawFundamental rights protected by the Basic Law

The Basic Law details 
the fundamental rights, 
freedoms and duties of the 
residents of the HKSAR. 
These rights include the 
right to equality before 
the law; freedom of 
speech, of the press and 
of publication; freedom of 
association, of assembly, 
of procession and of 
demonstration; and the 
right and freedom to form 
and join trade unions, 
and to strike; freedom of 
movement; freedom of 
conscience; and freedom 
of religious belief. The 
Basic Law also guarantees that the provisions of the International 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights; of the International Covenant 
on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; and of the International 
Labour Conventions as applied to Hong Kong will remain in force.

The common law and the rules of equity
Common law and the rules of equity are to be found primarily in the 
judgments of the superior courts in Hong Kong and other common 
law jurisdictions.  The common law’s most distinguishing hallmark 
is reliance on a system of case precedent, not restricted to judicial 
decisions generated within any single jurisdiction, but case law from 
all jurisdictions throughout the common law world. Article 84 of the 
Basic Law provides that the courts of the HKSAR may refer to the 
precedents of other common law jurisdictions. In addition, the Court 
of Final Appeal and the Judiciary of the HKSAR are given power to 
invite judges from other common law jurisdictions to participate in the 
judicial processes.

International law
Over 200 international treaties and agreements have been applied 
to Hong Kong. A treaty does not constitute part of Hong Kong’s 
domestic law until given effect by legislation. Nonetheless, it may affect 
the development of the common law. It may, for example, be resorted 
to by a court as an aid to interpretation. The rapidly developing rules 
of customary international law can also become absorbed into the 
common law.
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Shipping and the Basic Law
The Basic Law contains some specifi c provisions dealing with shipping 
in Hong Kong.  As a result of cooperation between the Governments 
of PRC and the UK, the autonomous register was set up in 1990, just 
after the enactment of the Basic Law and well before reunifi cation.  
Articles 124 to 127 of the Basic Law give authority to Hong Kong 
to maintain the shipping register, issue related certifi cates under its 
legislation and regulate the conditions of seamen, guarantee access to 
the port for all merchant ships, and guarantee that private interests in 
shipping fi elds may continue to operate freely.

Litigation
The judicial system in Hong Kong is adversarial. The parties should 
present their case to the court for its determination. The judge will 
act as an umpire and make decisions after considering the evidence 
and hearing the arguments from the parties. The losing party will 
normally be ordered to pay the costs to the winning party. The costs 
are the expenses that the winning party has to spend on the preparation 
and hearing of the matter, including the expenses for the solicitors 
and barristers representing them. The amount of the costs can be 
substantial, depending on factors including the complexity of the case, 
the work required for preparation of hearing and the length of 
the hearing.

Court of Final AppealCourt of Final Appeal

The Joint Declaration and the 
Basic Law specifi cally guarantee the 
establishment on 1 July 1997 of a 
Hong Kong based Court of Final 
Appeal, and this replaced the Judicial 
Committee of the Privy Council in 
London as the fi nal appellate court 
for Hong Kong. It has jurisdiction 
conferred on it by the Hong Kong 
Court of Final Appeal Ordinance 
(Cap 484).

Under the provisions in the Basic Law and the Hong Kong Court 
of Final Appeal Ordinance (Cap 484), the judges of the Court of 
Final Appeal are appointed by the Chief Executive, in accordance 
with the recommendations of an independent commission, and those 
appointments must be endorsed by the legislature.

The Hong Kong Court of Final Appeal Ordinance provides that an 
appeal shall be heard and determined by the Court constituting the 
Chief Justice, three permanent judges and one non-permanent Hong 
Kong judge or one judge from another common law jurisdiction.

High CourtHigh Court

The High Court comprises the Court of Appeal and the Court of 
First Instance. The Court of Appeal hears appeals on all matters, civil 
and criminal from the Court of First Instance. It also makes rulings on 
questions of law referred to it by the lower courts. The jurisdiction 
of the Court of First Instance is unlimited in both criminal and 
civil matters. 

ኄᕧ�ᒬᣓṱ

ኄᕧ Ỽᝬᯠᣓṱ፥ᆔᡠ፴ᖔᓖྺዪᜱᥲ
ᒬᇐᱱᆖኊወᒬᥲᖔᦒᇭዠ፥ᆣྸ1990 ጆጎከ
ᆔᝬᯠፁሯᖔ᪰ᰩྺ᠗᳗ኈዶዪ ኄᕧ
Ẫትᙘᒬᝬᯠዦ␟ᗾ ྺኄᕧ ᪆ᆎጰᆕᆟቧ
ፂᆎጰᆕᆟᆑ᧧☁ᝬᯠ╬▾᳁ፌ᪰ᰩྸ
ᑣᠨ⇸ᝬᯠᡠ፴ፌᙼᥗᕧᙖẪᰪጙ┥━ኼᑣ
╬▾ᾈᩞᡊឬྸᔏጙᥛ᪰ቔ᳁ቃᯠᆴྸᗨ━
ᐲ⌿ᣓṱቔ╬▾ፁኚ᷹⌿ྺ

Ნ
ᝬᯠᖔቜᕧᐶ᪐ᚅỼᏟᔇᖔྺጙ┥ዝሔ․ዞ
ᕧᤦᮟኯᠥኼ፥፵ᐏྺᕧᓗሽ᷀፵ឬᖔᑄፈྸ
ጸ₁ጙ┥ᖔ━Ვྸᩞዝሔᖔ⅘⇸ྺ᧶Ნሔ
ᦧᵱᝁᐆሐሴᬲᲜሔᖔጙ┥Ყኗྺᑧ
ᲧኗᦧᚅᬲᲜሔᛄᆔᶚᬥᲜᒬ☎━ᖔᲧኗྸ
ቈᙷᑦᥐᙖ៦ᒬᆸᙖ៦ᖔᲧኗྺ ᑧᲧኗᦧ
₪⒓ቱᆸྸᠨ⇸ᠥᆺᖔⅇ⒊ᰶᙎྐྵ☎━ᶚᬥᖔ
ᇃ፥ሳᇺ☎━᠗᳗ᖔᗒᰰጹ♅ᇲྺ

᪙ᕧᤦ

⎇ዠ⎅ᔷᒬ ኄᕧ 
ᡠ፴ᗨ━ዪ 1997 ጆ
7 ሗ 1 ሕᙘዪᝬᯠጎከ
᪙ᕧᤦሳᒚሹឌᮬᖔ
₳ᦒᤦቜᕧᓄឬᵱ፥ᛄ
ᝬᯠᬫᤲᆥᲜᕧᤦᖔ
ዩፒྺᑣኚ ᝬᯠ᪙
ᕧᤦᑲ ࿔᪆ 484 ᬘ࿕
᧧ᇕቜᕧ☁ྺ

ᠨ⇸ ኄᕧ ᒬ
 ᝬᯠ᪙ᕧᤦᑲ
࿔᪆ 484 ᬘ࿕ᖔᓖྸ

᪙ᕧᤦᖔᕧᓗኚፌᙼᗒᓗᠨ⇸∴ከᓄឬᵱᖔ
᧥ጹኽᒱᑣ⁾ᦶᝬᯠከᕧᵱዘᵃྺ

ᝬᯠ᪙ᕧᤦᑲ ᓖྸ᪙ᕧᤦᖔ፵
․ᝁኚᝫ៥ᕧᓗྐྵᆢዟᦧኽᕧᓗᇺᆎዟᗝᦧኽ
ᕧᓗᔋᒄሷ᮲ᕧↁኗዩᥗᕧᓗ᪗ጎྺ

ᤲ᰾ᕧᤦ

ᤲ᰾ᕧᤦቈᙷᆥᲜᕧ៨ᒬឝᕧ៨ྺᆥᲜᕧ៨
ᩞᖔዌᑦᒬኊᑦᆥᲜᠥኼᶐፁឝᲜᕧᤦྐྵ
ᥗᥴᕧᤦྐྵᆵዩᇺጙ┥ᑲᔏᙳᖔ
ᒬᕧᓖớ♒ྺឝᕧ៨ᘁᝇᩞᶐፁ፵
ᕧᤦᖔዌᑦᆥᲜᠥኼྸዪዌᑦᒬኊᑦቜᕧ
ᾈ⏇☁ሔᝢᐕጙᒎྺ 
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Arbitration
There is a long tradition of using arbitration to resolve shipping 
disputes.  It is well recognized that the informal and less litigious nature 
of arbitration has the result that contract partners are more likely to 
keep their business relationship during and after the dispute resolution 
process.

The Agreement to Arbitrate
For an arbitration to take place, the disputing parties must agree to 
take their dispute to arbitration.  In 
practice, this agreement is often 
made before the dispute arises and is 
included as a clause in their commercial 
contract.  But it may also be made 
after the contract is negotiated or after 
the dispute has arisen.  In agreeing to 
arbitration, the parties are agreeing 
that their dispute will not be heard 
by a court but by a private individual 
or a panel or tribunal of several 
private individuals.  If the parties have 
agreed to arbitration, the courts will 
generally refuse to hear their case 
by staying the court proceedings in 
order to force the reluctant party to honour its 
agreement to arbitrate.

There are essentially two laws that govern the conduct of arbitrations; 
the Procedural Law, which determines the rules of procedure and is 
generally set by the choice of place or “seat” of the arbitration, and the 
Substantive Law, which determines which statute law governs the legal 
relationship between the parties.  

The Procedural Law in Hong Kong is set out under the Arbitration 
Ordinance, Cap.609, which mirrors the UNCITRAL Model Law on 
International Commercial Arbitration.  The legislation incorporates 
detailed provisions drawn from the 2006 additions to the Model Law 
regarding interim measures and preliminary orders.  In addition, the 
Ordinance also provides for opt-in provisions on appeals on points of 
law, consolidation of arbitrations and challenging an arbitral award.

ኻ
ᗒᮽሳᑳྸᡊṱᆥᖔᖁ╿ᚅṻኻᑳṁᐏ
ᖔྺኚᔰኻᖔᇏᔗᏑጇᇺṫሂỀዪᕧᤦᣖ
Ნᠾᕚྸቔᑯᝄዝሔዪṁᐏᖁ╿ᖔṻᰶᇐ
ᔋሳᙘ  ྸ ᇠጙṫᆸ∕ᵱ╬▾ᾥᙰᇹዶᵳᥐ┥ᗲྺ

ኻᒓ╿
᳁ፌኻྸዝሔᝢቻ᳭ᝫ╿ᓖᏥᖁ╿ᮟኯ
ኻྺᑦỷᆥྸዪᖁ╿ᰪኖᇓᗾྸጙ┥ኻ

ᒓ╿ᦧᚅዝሔᔏ
ⓠᝄᖔᥛᵳዠዘᇐ
ᖔᆎᳫᯖྺ፣ṃ᰾
ᒓ╿ኰቔዉዠዘⓠᝄ
ᙘᔋ᷀ᖁ╿ᰪኖᙘᇌ
╿ᓖྺᖁ╿ዝሔዘᵃ
ኻྸᚅዘᵃᇏᏥ
ᖁ╿ᮟኯᕧᤦྸጹ
ኯᇕᆎዟង፴ᆖᆶᔋ
ኚደዟង፴ᆖᆶ᪗ጎᖔ
ሂ᪗ᔋኻ៨ᑳ᪤ྺ
ᜬዝሔᇅዘᵃኻྸ
ᕧᤦᦧᵱᔗᱍᩞጹ
⌙᷿ጙ┥ᠥኼྸᦸጹ
ᝓᑯᇏᧆ┮ᖔᆎሔፌ

ኻᖔᒓ╿ྺ

ኻፌᛄᒜᒂᾂᕧᙖ྾ᰶᏊᕧྸᓖኻ
ᰶᏊᘁྸᦧᚅṻኻዩ⏽ᔋ᭔ᔏᖔ
⊪⇺ጹከᖔሳᇺỷ♒ᕧྸᓖ᷀ᑦሔᖔ
ᕧᙖ┥ᗲᔏↁኗᖔᕧᙖሑྺ 

ᝬᯠᖔᰶᏊᕧᠨ⇸ ኻᑲ ᪆ 609 ᬘᖔ
ᓖᒎᓖྸᚅ ⎇ዠᥲᥲ‡Წᔳᕧᓄឬᵱᥲ‡
ᥛᑦኻእℇᕧ ᖔᢂỷᶦྺ ṃᕧᢲᆘᆔ 
እℇᕧ2006 ጆ⁾ᝄᖔጙ┥⎒᠗᧞ᙿᒬẦሺ᰾
ᇦ៕ྺጟቩ ྸᑲ ⏎ᮟᑱᆔỼᆥᲜᕧᙖሑྐྵ
ዠᑶኻሳᇺᙺ⇲ኻᐏ᰾⊪⇺ᔇᖔᓖྺ

Advantages of LitigationAdvantages of Litigation

• Courts have the power to make orders affecting non-
parties to the dispute, and to compel witnesses to 
testify or produce documents.

• Courts have the power to give declaratory relief.

• Court proceedings are not confi dential, and the 
outcome of the dispute is published.  This may be ideal 
where a party hopes to set a precedent in one case that 
it can use against other parties in the future.

�Ნᖔ⋯ᴋ

• ᕧ៨ጙ☁ᰪቃ⁼◟ᗝᖁ╿ሔᖔ
ᒱሺྸᦱᒎ━ᆖቃ៨፥━ᔋ
ᮟᑱሑኼྺ

• ᕧ៨ጙ☁፵ሐᙰⅠ⋰⅑ᐆྺ

• ፵ᰶᏊᇏᗨᦒྸᖁ╿ᕃᵱᇩ፬
ᔰ᩵ྺ፶ᔰᇡᙘጙ┥ሔ⌘ᦕ፵
ᕃ፥ᛄ፵ᐏᑲỼᏟᆎሔྺ
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ᜬዪᝬᯠ᳁ፌኻྸ᷀ᑦሔ᮲Ṽᵱ⊪⇺ᝬᯠᖔỷ♒
ᕧྸᰈጹᆫᵱ⊪ኗᑲዸᜱᥲᕧ᰾ᒄሷቜᕧዩᥗᖔ
ỷ♒ᕧྺ

ኻᘁ

ኻ⏎․ᝁኚኻ∕Ἧᠨ⇸ጙ┥ᘁ᳁ፌὴ᷑ྸᔋᖦ
ጎከ⎒᠗ኻᑳὴ᷑ྺ

∕Ἧኻ

∕Ἧኻኚኻ∕Ἧᾈᩞྸᑲዸ྾ᝬᯠᥲ‡ኻ
ᇐላ࿔HKIAC࿕ྐྵ ᥲ‡ᥛᵱ࿔ICC࿕ྐྵ ᇐᥲᥲ‡Წᔳ
᷹⌱ኻᓄឬᵱ࿔CIETAC࿕ᔋᖦឌᮬᕧᤦᥲ‡ኻ
࿔LCA࿕ྺ

∕Ἧኻᖔዶᚅቔሳᗨ━ኻᚵᥒሳጙᏊᒬᦧἍ
ᖔሔጇᾈᩞྺኻ∕Ἧᆫᵱ᳁ፌỼኻឬᒬኻᐏ
ᖔᆎᓖᰶᙎᖔⅩ᧖ᒎྺ ᧩ኗዻᖔኻᘁቔሳ
⏌፰ኻឬዪↁኗጙ┥ᰶᏊ᠗ᰇኗቇྺ

ጙ┥ ᝬᯠᥲ‡ኻᇐላᖔᘁᒬᙳሊቔዪሳᆣ
ᾞᢣᆣṬ :
http://www.hkiac.org/index.php/arbitration-rules-
and-guidelines

⎒᠗ኻ

⎒᠗ኻᚅᗝᦧᦧᑃᖔᔰኻឬᒬ᷀ᑦሔᖔ
ṁᐏᡊᑦᖁᾇᖔሔጇྺ᷀ᑦሔቔ⊪⇺ጙᖔኻᘁ
ᔋᖦቔሳፁᓖᘁ᳁ፌኻྺ⎒᠗ኻᆎᣖም᮲
ኻᗤᓘྸዥᛄᇏ․ᝁዞኻ∕ἯⓩᢲᲧኗྺ᷀ᑦሔ
ᆫቔሳ♮ᚵᒎᓖↁ⌋ፁᇄᖁᾇᖔᘁᒬᰶᏊྺ

ኻᐏᖔፌ

ᝬᯠኻᐏᖔፌ┭።ᕧ៨ᐏྺዸᕃᕧ៨ᇥ
ፌᐏྸፌᐏᖔ⅑ᐆበሳᝢሔጇᩞྸ
ጹᰇ᳭ᖘፌሔྺ

ᠨ⇸⎇ዠᥲ 1958 ጆᔐῤᇺፌፌቩᥲኻᐏ
ᇩ࿔ᇩ࿕ྸ ዪᝬᯠᖔኻᐏቔሳዪᩝ
ፌྺṃᇩᖔᥲᲯṻ 140 ងྸᐅងᥲᬂጙ
ḃᥐᔐῤᑣዪ᷀ዩᕧ៨ፌᒄሷጎឬᥲᖔኻᐏྺ 

While it is common that Hong Kong Substantive Law is chosen 
by parties who have agreed to arbitrate in Hong Kong, parties 
may instead choose the Substantive Law of another jurisdiction, 
such as the laws of England.

Arbitration Rules
The arbitration may be supervised by an Arbitral Institution in 
accordance with its rules, or formed as ‘ad hoc’ arbitration.

Institutional ArbitrationInstitutional Arbitration

Institutional arbitration proceedings are administered by an 
arbitration institute, such as the Hong Kong International 
Arbitration Centre (HKIAC), the International Chamber of 
Commerce (ICC), the China International Economic and Trade 
Arbitration Commission (CIETAC) or the London Court of 
International Arbitration (LCA).

Institutional arbitration has the benefi t of ensuring that the 
proceedings are administered in an orderly and regular manner.  
Arbitration institutes may also exercise a degree of ‘quality control’ 
over arbitrators and the awards.  Adopting an established set of 
arbitration rules has the benefi t of avoiding arbitrators constantly 
having to ‘reinvent the wheel’ in applying appropriate procedures.

HKIAC Arbitration Rules and Guidelines may be 
downloaded from:
http://www.hkiac.org/index.php/arbitration-rules-and-guidelines

Ad Hoc ArbitrationAd Hoc Arbitration

Ad hoc arbitrations, the most common method of resolving 
maritime disputes, are arranged solely between the arbitrators and 
the parties.  The parties may adopt a ready-made set of arbitration 
rules or the arbitration may be conducted under rules drawn up by 
the parties.  Ad hoc arbitrations may be cheaper than institutional 
arbitrations insofar as no fees are payable to the arbitration 
institute.  It may also provide the parties with fl exibility to devise 
rules and procedures appropriate to their disputes.

Enforcement of Arbitral AwardsEnforcement of Arbitral Awards

An arbitral award made in Hong Kong may be enforced in Hong 
Kong in the same manner as a court judgment, once the court 
has given leave to enforce the award.  The applications for leave 
to enforce is made on paper without notice to the party against 
whom the enforcement is being made.

Awards made in Hong Kong may be enforced internationally 
under the United Nations Convention on the Recognition and 
Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards, 1958 (the New York 
Convention).  There are over 140 parties to the Convention, each 
of whom undertakes to recognize and enforce in their local courts 
arbitral awards made in other member States.  

Maritime Dispute Resolution in Hong Kong
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China is a party to the New York Convention, but as the Convention 
only applies to the enforcement of awards made in a different State, this 
requirement was no longer satisfi ed on Hong Kong’s return to Chinese 
sovereignty.  In 1999, the central and Hong Kong’s governments 
enacted laws to permit reciprocal enforcement of arbitral awards on 
conditions similar to those provided in the New York Convention.

ᇐᥲᆫᚅᇩᖔᥲᇓᆎྸ፣ᚅኚᔰ
ᇩↁኗᔰፌᒄሷᥲ៑ᖔኻᐏྸዥጟ
ᝬᯠዦ␟ᙘྸងᝁᐆᰇᕧↁ⌋ᝬᯠᖔỷ
ᧆᕬྺᛄጟྸ1999 ጆᇐቪᙼᓯᒬᝬᯠᡠ፴
ፌᙼᥗᙼᓯᒎᓖᕧᙖྸᇥᇦዩᒬᝬᯠᇘᛯ
ᔐῤᒬፌỼሔᖔኻᐏྸኼᒬ 
ᇩ ┭።ྺ

Advantages of Arbitration

Arbitration has a number of inherent advantages:

• Parties from different countries can choose to appoint a 
panel of neutral arbitrators, who may be experts in the 
relevant area, and hold the arbitration in a neutral place.

• Arbitration is conducted in private and is generally 
confi dential, unless the parties agree otherwise.

• The arbitration procedure is fl exible and less formal, which 
can lead to disputes being resolved more quickly and 
cheaply than in courts, and there are no restrictions on who 
may represent the parties.

• Arbitration awards are easily enforceable in foreign courts 
through the provisions of the New York Convention.

ኻᖔ⋯ᴋ

ኻᒃጙሳᆣᇽ⋯ᴋ྾

• ᇏዘᥲ៑ᖔ᷀ᑦዝሔቔሳ⊪⇺ᙳᓖኚ
ᇐከኻឬ᪗ጎᖔᆾ᪗ྸሷቔሳᚅ
ᇏዘ ᥴᖔᦔ៑ྸᆫቔሳዪᇐከዩ⏽
᳁ፌኻྺ

• ኻᦧሳᐲᆖᒬᗨᦒᖔሔጇ᳁ፌྸ
ᤫᗝ᷀ᑦሔጙᓖྺ

• ኻᖔᰶᏊ♮ᚵᒬᗝኈጇྸቔሳᗩᑯ
ᖁ╿ምዪᕧ៨Ꮩᒬᗤᓘᖔሔጇ
ṁᐏྸጹርỼ᷀ᑦሔᖔሹᗇᆖᐕጙ
ᒎྺ

• ᠨ⇸ ᇩྸ ኻᐏᙓ៕ᔳ
ዪቩᥲᕧ៨ፌྺ 

Mediation
Mediation is a voluntary process 
in which a trained and impartial 
third person, the mediator, helps 
the parties in dispute to reach 
an amicable settlement that is 
responsive to their needs and 
acceptable to all sides. 

During the process, each party to 
the dispute has a chance to explain 
his/her point of view and to hear 
what the other side has to say. The mediator's job is not to make a 
decision for the parties.  Instead, the mediator will assist the parties in 
exploring the strengths and weaknesses of their positions and will help 
identify possible solutions, so as to facilitate them reaching a settlement 
agreement. The mediator will express no view as to who is right or 
wrong and has no authority to impose a settlement on the parties.  
The decision-making power rests in the hands of the parties alone. 
The mediator is skilled in unlocking negotiations that have become 
deadlocked and in keeping everyone focused on fi nding a solution. 

⅖ṁ
⅖ṁᚅᆎងፁ┮ᥙᾹᖔ
ᰶᏊྸኚᆎዟᤀℐጙ
ᑣርᇐከᖔ᪆ᆢሔᆖឬྸ
⅖ṁᆖྸ⌈፺᷀ᑦዝሔ
ṵጎᣋሺዝሔ᧚ᒜᒬὋᑌ
ዝፁ․ᐆᖔᴠὋṁᐏሔᠥྺ 

ዪጟṻᰶᇐྸᖁᾇᖔ᷀ᑦ
ሔጙ∕ᵱᬎᝍሷᖔᵃᑃ

ᑣ☎ᒚỼሔᖔᵃᑃྺ⅖ṁᆖᖔᇃ፥
ᇏᚅᛄ᷀ᑦዝሔᐏᓖྸጹᚅ⌈፺ሷᰪዝፁ
ከ᭔ᖔᦱᒬ⏽ᑣ⌈፺Ꮷᒌቔᣋᖔṁᐏሔᠥྸ
ᬫ᪙⌈፺ሷṵጎᒬṁᒓ╿ྺ⅖ṁᆖᇏᵱᗇṵ
ᦌᚅᦌᗝᆫᐕጙ☁፶ᛄዝሔ፵ᐏᒬṁྺᐏᓖ☁
ዪᖁᾇዝ᷀ᑦሔᖔሎḼྺ⅖ṁᆖ⇴ጙṁ᳕ᇅᬓᆘ
‿Ꮐᖔⅎ፵ጠᖔᏡᣋᑣᣋᑯዝሔ᳦ᇐᾕᆝ᭫ᐆ
ṁᐏሔᕧྺ 

n 

di t ' j b i t t k

⅖ṁ
⅖ṁ
ᰶᏊ
ᑣር

ṵ
ዝ

ዪ
ሔ

ᑣ☎ᒚỼሔᖔ
ᇏᚅᛄ᷀ᑦዝሔᐏᓖྸ
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The Mediation process
The mediator is appointed when all parties (including the Mediator) 
sign an Agreement to Mediate.  The parties will usually provide the 
mediator with copies of the documents which they feel are important.  
The mediator will often conduct a pre-mediation individual interview 
with each party outside a court setting, usually in a private offi ce. Then 
the mediator starts the mediation with a joint session to explain the 
mediation process and ground rules. In the joint session the parties will 
make opening presentations to share their views on the disputes and 
clearly defi ne the issues that need to be discussed. These issues do not 
necessarily need to be restricted to matters that have been raised in the 
formal court or arbitration documentation.

Private meetings/caucusing: if agreement is unable to be reached at the 
joint session, the mediator will usually suggest that the parties retire to 
separate rooms and he/she will pass between parties assisting them to 
assess the feasibility of their negotiation terms. All matters discussed 
with the mediator at private meetings are confi dential, and will not be 
disclosed by the mediator to the other party without explicit consent. 

⅖ṁṻᰶ
ᓄ⅖ṁᆖᖔከᚅዪ᷀ᑦዝሔ࿔ቈᙷ⅖ṁᆖ࿕
ⓠᝄ⅖ṁᒓ╿ᙘྺሷᦧᵱዞ⅖ṁᆖᮟᑱ
ፁῤᛄᙓᝁᖔሑኼྺ⅖ṁᆖᆫ᷹ᦧᵱዿ᧫
⅖ṁᗾᖔ៨ቩង፴ᵱᝢྸᦧዪᐲᆖ⊧ᇩᘾྺ
ᰈᙘྸ⅖ṁᆖ᳕ᓋ⎇ዠ⍌ᷲྸዞ᷀ᑦዝሔṁ▌
⅖ṁṻᰶᒬኄᰶᏊྺዪ⎇ዠ⍌ᷲྸ᷀ᑦዝሔ
ᦕ⎓ፌᇩ᳕ᬎᝍྸኯᮧỼᖁᾇᖔዝፁᛱᕧᑣ
▐ᔷ․ᝁ⅘ᖔᥥ⒕ྺᑧᥥ⒕ᑣᇏᏀᔰ
ᇅዞᕧᤦᮟኯᩞᒬᇅ᳁ፌኻᖔᥥ⒕ྺ

ᐲᆖ / ᢠᦒᵱ╿྾ዸᕃዪ⎇ዠ⍌ᷲዝሔᰇᕧ
ṵጎᒓ╿ྸ⅖ṁᆖᦧᵱᙏ╿ዝሔኹᵱྸዪ
ᇬ᳕ᖔᔍ᳗⌈፺ዝሔᲔፚⅎ፵ኼᖔቔፌᔇྺ
ᔏጙዪᐲᆖᵱ╿Ᾱ⅖ṁᆖ⅘ᖔᇦ៕ᬂ▩∕ᦒྸ
⅖ṁᆖኅ᷹᷀ᑦᆖᔷዘᵃᇏᦶቩᚾྺ 
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Throughout the process the mediator helps the parties evaluate the 
case, identify their fundamental interests, explore and consider possible 
consequences if the dispute is not settled, develop alternatives to deal 
with various issues in the dispute, and formulate proposals that would 
help move the process towards mutual agreement.

The parties may terminate the mediation sessions anytime during the 
process. If agreement is reached, the parties will sign the agreement 
which will be binding on the parties and which (if appropriate) may 
later be embodied in a court order. When an agreement cannot be 
reached, but the outlook is positive, the mediator may suggest that 
parties take some time to think over the outcome of the meeting. After 
that the mediator may contact them regarding unresolved matters. 
Even if an agreement is not reached by the parties at the end of the 
meeting, the mediation process is usually still considered to be helpful 
as each party will have acquired a better understanding of the point of 
view of the other parties.

Lawyers may accompany the parties, but it is essential that each party 
at the mediation has a representative with full knowledge of the dispute 
who has decision-making authority to agree a settlement without 
having to seek authority from others not present at the meeting.

Mediation in Hong Kong
The Courts in Hong Kong have the duty, as part of active case 
management, to facilitate the settlement of disputes.  A new Practice 
Direction (PD31) came into effect on 1 January 2010 to assist the 
courts in discharging that duty by encouraging the parties to use 
mediation as an alternative dispute resolution procedure.  It is not 
compulsory in Hong Kong to engage in mediation.  The courts will 
not make any adverse costs orders against a party on the ground of 
unreasonable failure to engage in mediation where the party has 
engaged in mediation, at least to the minimum extent as agreed by 
the parties or determined by the court, or a party has a reasonable 
explanation for not engaging in mediation.

Various organizations in Hong Kong maintain their own list of 
mediators covering many areas and professional disciplines appropriate 
to the dispute in question. Parties can select from the lists and agree on 
a suitable mediator. In case of diffi culty, they can consider contacting a 
mediation provider/organization for assistance.

ዪ⅖ṁṻᰶᇐྸ⅖ṁᆖ⌈፺᷀ᑦዝሔᲔፚᠥኼྸ
ᙳቃሷᖔኄ፶ྸᰪᑣጸዸᕃᖁᾇ
ᇏᣋᒬṁᖔቔᣋᙘᕃྸᒎᓖᖁᾇᇐᩞዝᾂ
ᥥ⒕ᖔᮼሹሔᠥྸᮟቃ⌈፺ዝሔᑋዞᒬṁᖔ
ᙏ╿ሔᠥྺ

᷀ᑦሔቔ⋂᠗ᇐ␓⅖ṁ⍌ᷲྺዸᕃṵጎᒬṁ
ᒓ╿ྸ᷀ᑦሔᦕⓠḂᒓ╿ᑣᒜጟᒓ╿ྸ
ዸዠↁᖔṌྸᆫቔሳዪᰴᙘሳᕧ៨፵ᐏᖔሔጇ
♒ྺዸᕃᰇᕧṵጎᒬṁྸ፣ᚅᗾ᮶⏎ᾌ₺⚃
ᖔṌྸ⅖ṁᆖᵱዞዝሔᙏ╿ᖻ᠗᳗ስ᪕ጸ₁
ᵱ╿ᖔᕃྺᇓᙘྸ⅖ṁᆖᵱ᭬ኅṁᐏᖔᥥ⒕
⎇᱑᷀ᑦᆖྺዸᕃᵱᙘዝሔᇠᇏᣋṵጎᒬṁྸ
⅖ṁṻᰶᇠᲑᛄጙ፺ᔰ⌈፺ዝሔዶዩ⍘ṁ
Ỽሔᖔᵆᕧྺ

ᙖ៦ቔᣋᵱᰶᬌዘ᷀ᑦሔྸ፣ᚅỼ᷀ᑦሔ
ᑳῨྸᝁᖔᚅቻ᳭ጙᆎងሽᇬ⍘ṁᖁᾇ
Ṅᧆᑣቔ᷀∕ከ␓፥ᒬṁᐏᓖᖔሹᗇቃ៥ྸ
ጹᰇ᳭ዞኅቃ៥ᵱ╿ᖔᆖᆶ⅑እྺ

ᝬᯠᖔ⅖ṁᧆᕬ

፥ᛄ≋ᵸᠥኼᾈᩞᖔᆎᬀᇬྸᝬᯠᕧ៨ጙኽ
⌈፺ᖁᾇṵጎᒬṁྺᝬᯠ 2010 ጆ 1 ሗ 1 ሕኖ᠒
ᖔᵨᖔ ỷᥐᙳእ(PD31) ጙ፺ᔰᕧ៨ፌ
ặ⋳᷀ᑦሔᑯኗ⅖ṁᰶᏊ፥ᛄᖁᾇᮼሹṁᐏ
ሔᕧᖔኽྺ⅖ṁᰶᏊዪᝬᯠᇏᚅᦱᒎᔇᖔྸ
᤺ዸ᷀ᑦᆖᇅፂሂṵᒌዝሔᇓᗾᔏᒓᓖᔋᕧ៨
ᐏᓖᖔᬫ፨ᥙᾹᰶᙎྸᔋቔሳዠᩞዩṁ▌ᛄፙ
ᇏᥙᾹ⅖ṁᖔឝዥྸᑚ‹ᑯ᷀ᑦᆖᇏዠᩞዩ
ኅᥙᾹ⅖ṁྸᕧ៨ᬂᇏᵱ፥ቃᇏ፶ᖔᲧሺྺ

ደᒓᵱᬂከፁᇄᖔ⅖ṁᆖዟᭅྸᡎᇺᾹ
ᖁᾇᛯ┥ᖔᖔደ ᥴᔋᦔᵳᜀኡྺ ᷀ᑦᆖ
ቔሳᦸዟᭅ⊪⇺ᑣዘᵃ⊪⇺ዠↁᖔ⅖ṁᆖྺ
ዸጙ┧ྸቔሳᘍṏጙ┥ᖔ⅖ṁớ♒ᔋᒓᵱ
᭫ᐆ⌈፺ྺ
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ᝬᯠᥲ‡ኻᇐላ (HKIAC) 
ᆫጙዠᠴ⅖ṁឬᖔዟᭅ
 (www.hkiac.org)ྸᝬᯠᡊᑦ
ኻ᪗ (HK MAG) ᆫኚ┭።
ᖔᒃጙᡊᑦ᷹♐ᖔ⅖ṁឬዟᭅ 
(www.hksoa.org)ྺᝬᯠ
⅖ṁឬᖔ☜ᓖᇃ፥ኡᗾ
ኚᝬᯠ⅖ṁṚ∘Ეᒓᵱ 
(HKMAAL) ᝇྺ

Advantages of Mediation

• Cost effi cient - If parties can resolve their dispute through 
mediation, they will save the substantial legal fees involved in 
litigation.

• Time effi cient - Mediation can be organised and conducted 
promptly with some fl exibility compared with the constraints 
of the court system. This allows the parties to settle disputes 
in a timely manner. 

• Maintains decision-making authority - parties can make 
important decisions. 

• Appropriate solutions - Agreements are made on a case-by-
case basis to meet the needs of the parties and are not limited 
by the options that would available to the court or arbitration 
tribunal.  Third parties can participate and also sign a 
settlement agreement.

• Cooperation and avoidance of emotional diversion - 
Mediation improves communication and gives the parties 
more effective ways of resolving future differences. 

• Relaxed atmosphere - unlike in the court, mediation is 
conducted in a less formal manner. 

• Privacy - mediation proceeding are confi dential and the 
parties are not usually able to reveal matters discussed and 
agreed on the mediation.

The Hong Kong International Arbitration Centre (HKIAC) 
maintains a list of accredited mediators 
(www.hkiac.org).  The Hong Kong 
Maritime Arbitration Group (HK 
MAG) also maintains a list of accredited 
mediators with maritime experience 
(www.hksoa.org).  Accreditation of 
mediators in Hong Kong is now carried 
out by the Hong Kong Mediation 
Accreditation Association Ltd (HKMAAL).

⅖ṁᖔ⋯⏽

• ጎኄ᠒ᤲ – ዸᕃ᷀ᑦᆖቔሳṻ
⅖ṁṁᐏᖁᾇྸሷቔሳᷲ᛭ᆸ᱀ᖔ
ᲜᲧኗྺ

• ᠒ᩚᤲ – Ᾱᕧ៨♒ᐶᖔᒎᛯምྸ
⅖ṁቔሳኗᑓᒬ♮ᚵᖔሔጇዿ᧫ྺ
ᇥ᷀ᑦᆖኗᤲ᠒ᖔሔጇṁᐏᖁᾇྺ
 

• ᾥᙰᐏᓖᖔ☁፶ – ᷀ᑦዝሔቔሳ
ᝁᖔᐏᓖྺ 

• ዠↁᖔṁᐏሔᕧ – ⅖ṁᒓ╿ᖔṵጎᚅ
᙭ᶦ᭬ᑦ⅘ᑦᖔᑳὋᑌ᷀ᑦሔᖔ
․ᐆྸጹᇏỀᕧ៨ᒬኻᓄឬᵱᑚ₯
⊪⇺☁ᗝᦧጙྺ᪆ᆢሔᆫቔᥙᾹᑣ
ⓠḂᒬṁᒓ╿ྺ

• ዠ፥ᒬ⏌፰ᵃᠾኗᑦ – ⅖ṁᏲ᱖ᶑྸ
♦᷀ᑦሔጙደᖔጙ᠒ሔጇṁᐏኅᑳ
ᖔᇬᕗྺ 

• Ώ⒡ᖔᠾᕚ – Ᾱᕧ៨ᖔ╇ᱛᠾᕚᇏዘྸ
⅖ṁሳᛯỼᗝኈጇᖔሔጇ⎓ፌྺ 

• ᐲᦒᔇ – ⅖ṁṻᰶᚅᗨᦒᖔྸ᷀ᑦ
ሔᦧᇏᣋᔙ◞⅘ᒬṵጎᖔᒓ╿
ᇦ៕ྺ

ᝬᯠ
ᆫጙ
 (ww
ኻ
ᖔᒃ
(ww
⅖
ኚ
(H

Centre (HKIAC) 

.
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Information in this article has been compiled by the Association from 
information taken from the websites of the Department of Justice, 
HKSAR Government, and the Hong Kong International 
Arbitration Centre.

ኄሑኚᝬᯠ᪰ᕂᵱᠨ⇸ᝬᯠᡠ፴ፌᙼᥗᙖᙼቜ
ሳᇺᝬᯠᥲ‡ኻᇐላᾞᢣᮟᑱᖔᗡ៵ₚྺ
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